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welcome back to the channel I have with me ken and Elena and Elon this is ken's leon and i'm mike i'm gonna use this mike tag this time I'll give you three questions and I'll give the answers three times for those of you who didn't catch the previous video you can go to the leon channel for the'verification question of the week' they're asking you to name your favorite animal my favorite animal and
also any unique quirks what do you do to help myself and Elena relax at night I'm a real lucky fellow and have a very good wife Elena and I actually can enjoy the whole evening together as a unit and one of the things we love to do as a is to have some fun at the office just you know have some fun with each other. we have very good sex we have very good sex Elena and I we we have a very good sex
life and one of the things we enjoy when we have a good sex life we don't actually have to use that toilet a lot we can basically we can just be at the office and we'll do the office business and then just have a little bit of fun have a little bit of fun at the office so one of the things we like to do as a unit is to have some fun at the office we do this we have this little game this little game called Officey the
office we play this with with Elon if he gets bored and it's quite funny we have a lot of fun with it it's funny because it's not a game it's more like a it's like we're just part of one another at the office there's nothing in between us at the so one of the things that we do we actually like to spend half an hour together we like to spend half an hour together at the office we play this with Elon if he gets bored
it's more like we're just part of 82157476af
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